
Do I Need to Register my Petroleum Storage Tanks? 

Tank
Location
Select Use
Use
Volume
Select Product
Product
6 NYCRR 613

Am I a facility? 

Five-Year Registration Fee:  
Note: This fee is only for the current registration period, back fees and penalties may be due for facilities that don’t register in a timely manner. 

Questions? Contact the Bulk Storage Facilities Compliance Section at 518-402-9543. 
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	Use: Uses:Farm/Residential Use (FRU): Tanks installed on a farm or at a residence that are used to store motor fuel for non-commercial purposes (not for resale).On-Premises Heating Oil Consumption (OPC): means consumed on-site where the tank system is installed and contains a technical grade of heating oil (e.g. #2, #4, #5, and #6). NOTE: Used oil, diesel, or other motor fuels can fall under this category ONLY if they are used exclusively for heating (exception does not apply if even part of the oil is for use with a generator or purpose other than heating). Operational Tank System: petroleum in an operational tank system is not consumed in any context. Examples of operational tank systems include hydraulic lift tank systems, lubricating oil system reservoirs, electrical cable oil reservoirs, and electrical transformers. NOTE: These are not regulated, and as such, are not an option below.Used Oil Storage (UOS): any oil that has been refined from crude oil, or any synthetic oil, that has been used, and as a result of such use, is contaminated by physical or chemical impurities. Petroleum Products for Sale (PPS): Tanks storing fuel for sale or for use by a fleet of motor vehicles.Other Uses (OTR): Petroleum used for a purpose not described above.
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	Instructions: Instructions: List all tanks permanently (in place greater than 180 days) installed or to be installed on your property. If tanks are manifolded, add volumes together and treat them as one tank. If tanks are compartmentalized, treat them as individual tanks.  For tanks that are used for on-premises consumption of heating oil (or other petroleum product subject to the restrictions detailed in the "Select Use" help), enter the total capacity of all interconnected tanks as one tank, even if not traditionally manifolded. This document is meant as a guide for smaller businesses and apartment buildings, if you are a pipeline facility, nuclear power plant, have field constructed tanks, or have more than seven tanks at your location, consult your company EHS department, or consider hiring an outside consultant. 
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